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A little song of Picardie.

Pale leaves waver and whisper low
(Silver leaves of the poplar tree)
Waters wander and willows blow
In Picardie.

Here the youth on a blue May night
(Soft to his maiden's home steals he)
Binds a bough to the lintel's height,
Of dark fir-tree.

Gaston sigheth for Bernadette
(Sorrow to come—or joy to be)
This she knows by the token set
In secrecy

Where be the waters to drown regret?
Where be the leaves of sleep's own tree?
Nowhere else in the world—nor yet
In Picardie.

*Rosamund Marriott Watson.*
A little song of Picardie.

Words by
ROSAMUND MARRIOTT WATSON.

CYMILIC SCOTT.

Allegretto grazioso.

Pale leaves wave and whisper low
(Silver leaves of the popular tree)
Waters wander and willows blow

Piazzarada

Here the youth on a blue May night

(Soft to his maid ens home steals he)
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Binds a bough to the lintel's height, Of dark fir-tree.

Gaston sigheth for Bernadette

(Sorrow to come—or joy to be)
This she knows by the token set in secrecy.

Local

Where be the waters to drown regret?

Where be the
leaves of sleep's own tree? No where
else in the world—nor yet In Pic—
—ardie In Pic ardie.
NEW SONGS.

Two Poems—1. Voices of Vision. 2. Willows
An Intimation
Sorrow
My Captain
A Gift of Silence
Don’t Come in Sin, Please!
The White Knight
A Reflection
Two Chinese Songs—1. Waiting. 2. A Fine
A Song of Wine
Afternoon
A Song of London
A Roundel of Rest
Blanket Song

Two Old English Lyrics—Lovely Kind and Kindly Loving. Why so Pale and Wanting?

Loves’ Quarrel
Two Songs—1. At dawn. 2. Inconsolance
Prelude...
Lullaby
Boothe Lullia yo
Berenada
In a Fairy Boat
A Lost Love
A Variation
An Eastern Lament
And so I made a Villanelle
Dedalus
Omo’s Song
My Lady Sleeps...
Mirage
Evening...
Almorave Ditty
Arletta
The Trusting Tree
The Valley of Silence

Each, Price 2½ net.

NEW PIANOFORTE MUSIC.

Handelian Rhapsody...
Scherezade
Solitude...
Vesperale
Chimes
Impromptu...
Lotus Leaf...
Columbine
Asphodel
Summerland—1. Playtime. 2. A Song from the East. 3. Evening Idyll
4. Fairy Folk
Nocturno
Two Sketches—1. Cuckoo Call. 2. Twilight Bells
Three Little Waltzes—1. Allegro Poco Scherzando. 2. Andante Languado. 3. Allegretto Grecoloco

Two Alpine Sketches
Down the River
Sphinx...
Etude—No. 1. Allegro. No. 2. Allegro Con Brio
Sonata
Mazurkas
Rondos
Intermezzo...
Serenade...
Sultte (In 24 old style)—Prelude. Sarabande. Minuet
Bourgeonnette (Water-Wagtail)
Value Caprice
Chansonnette

Price 60 ø each.

CLAUDE DEBUSSY, writes upon the compositions of CYRIL SCOTT.

"CYRIL SCOTT is one of the newest artists of the present generation. His rhythmical experiments, his technique, even his style of writing all seem to have a rage and a dash which are to be found in few men. His melodies, however, compel him to carry out to the full his particular system of pathetics, and his only.

"This music infolds itself somewhat at the manner of those Javanese rhymes which, instead of being condensed within traditional forms, are the outcome of imagination despairing itself in innumerable arithmetics. And the incessantly changing aspects of the inner melody are an intoxication for the ear—In fact, irresistible. All these qualities are more than sufficient to justify confidence in this musician, so exceptionally equipped, although quite young."

"CYRIL SCOTT'S Songs are amongst the most delightful and original in the English Language."

"CYRIL SCOTT'S Pianoforte Works merit recognition from all those who are in any wise interested in the trend of modern music."

"We have very few English writers of any note for the piano to-day, but of these, CYRIL SCOTT is in the very front rank."—From The Musical Standard.